Glacier High School ROV
Oakhurst, California, USA
High School Students (Grades 9-12)
Est. 2016

ROV Name: Prudentia
Total Cost: $219.00
Level Competing In: Ranger
Travel Time:
Plane from Fresno to Tri City = 7.5 hours
Total Hour Spent Working:
275 Hours

Safety Features:
- 25 amp fuse
- Shrouds and markings on all motors
- Main kill switch that powers down whole ROV

Special Features:
- Custom ROV Design
- Custom Code and GUI (Graphical User Interface)
- Custom Tools and Attachments

Jackson Roeder - CEO
Tobin Cox - Media Outreach and Electronics Engineer
Gavin Jasper - Electronic Engineer
Daniel Silguero - Mechanical Engineer
Lucas Fulce - Mechanical Engineer